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Memo to the file 11/14/91
From: Joseph Kennedy
RE:

Meeting with PNM to discuss Corrective Action Directive at
Person Station Facility.

In attendance were:
Name
Laurie Chisolm
Ron Johnson
Gary Richardson
Joe Kennedy
Bruce swanton
Steve Alexander

Title
Manager, environmental services
Sr. Environmental Scientist
Metric Corporation
NMED, WRS III
NMED, Supervisor
NMED, WRS II

Phone
848-2015
848-2998
828-4300
827-4300
827-4300
827-4300

Ron: Our objectives are the same but our methods are different.
Gary:

Ron will bring final document up next week with
revisions.
Their most significant differences are:
Locations of wells and number to define the limits of the
plume. He described the site using a large areal photo
cerca 1987.
Indicated an estimated plume areal extent
of rather limited size. Proposed a set o wells of about
200-300 ft spacing in a phased approach.
Proposed 3
wells between 8 and 6 and 8 and 5 on the edge of an
arroyo near dirt road and west of borrow pit road. They
would use auger with continuous cores using CME rig.
3 1/4 in. hollow stem auger collecting 2-3" cores. 5 ft.
sampler with split tree. They want to use MCLs instead
of MDLs for vertical extent of plume.
Wells would be developed and sampled immediately.
IF
MCLs are exceeded in any well, they would then decide
where to put the next well.
He proposed keeping tight
communication (weekly) so as to avoid any problems.
In
other words, a very flexible, contingency type approach.

Joe: What will you use as your background well?
Gary: Well 7.
Ron: We have asked owner of East property about access to drill
wells {Clifford). He said he would like to know of proposed wells.
Probably no problem.
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Joe: we need these as indicators of deeper flow zones, not only
gradient, but also the direction of gradient.
Ron: Is it necessary to sample for appendix IXs in every well.
would rather sample for SW-846 8240.

We

Bruce: I am concerned about too few wells and will probably advise
Joe to keep the conservative plan.
Gary: I would like to see a definite number for vertical extent of
plume rather than MDLS.
Joe: I would like to wrap up with my felling of needing to define
the different pathways of groundwater since it cannot be determined
by the few wells they are proposing. I reiterate what Bruce said
about conservative well placement and using MDLs for vertical
definition.

